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Some克莱尔ñost prayers.

First: I'm sorry.

Falsely in my own

Is it? 

Tried in spite of

According to

Collecting actin-

ally many apart

Like an athlete

Dublin. Truly

duly partly and late

Naturally I'm

Dundalk

E. An Itinerary of

R之旅ing to play

Askle - Paris.

Address me to it.

Dublin - Depart on Sunday

in Dublin.

Santin Corr.
III. Essential 2

4. Essential

Dinner sherry

not hurried thru

II. Mailing 3

Mailing 3

Mail-J. M.

Second page 3

envelope

Are the supplies

of the 2

jewels and clothes

in a newspaper

and 2 papers

in care - for

from reading the

in 1921 - for

M. Rose Ponte

4. Adjutant Berret